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1 Introduction

There has been a substantial amount of work in enabling machines to understand the world. In the past decade mod-
els are developed to detect objects in images[1], extract contextualized representation from natural languages[2],
recognize action from videos[3], and build connections across different modalities[4]. There are considerable ad-
vancements in these domains and some of them even achieves super-human level. However, if we want to build a
system that interacts with human in reality, for example an assistive household robot, knowing what the world is
at present is not enough, it is also crucial for the system to know what the world will be.

The ability to predict what is going to happen, or specifically what the human’s are going to do is important.
Lane segmentation model is capable of keeping an autonomous vehicle cruise on its own, but only with the ability to
predict the action of the surrounding human drivers can the autonomous vehicle switch lane or enter the highway[5].
Being able to predict what a surgeon will do next is also useful to know which equipment to prepare and how should
it be handed to the surgeon, and this could save precious time in a surgery. It is demonstrated that anticipating
human actions can facilitate human robot interaction[6].

Action anticipation is the task where the model takes in the past observation of a person, commonly in the
form of video sequences, and output a probability distribution over a set of possible actions that predicts what the
person will do next[7] in a bounded time interval. It is evaluated by comparing what the person actually does next
and the top candidates provided by the model. To be proficient in this task, the model should be able to reason
the correlation between adjacent actions, and have some notion of human conventions (i.e. what order do humans
typically follow for certain tasks).

2 Related Work

2.1 Action Anticipation

Many recent works in action anticipation follow the encoder-decoder paradigm. [8] used a encoding LSTM to
generate a feature representation of the past observation, and a decoding LSTM to infer the future. They also
designed a modality attention mechanism to fuse RGB, optical flow and object based features. [9] proposed a
similar approach, and their improvement mainly attributes to making use of low frame rate and high frame rate
pathways to disentangle spatial semantics and motion[10]. [11] and [12] replaced the LSTM with transformer and
employed different attention mechanisms.

Some other formulate the task as a reinforcement problem. [13] viewed visual sequences as a Markov Decision
Process and thus can make use of imitation learning to predict the future frames. They argued that inverse
reinforcement learning can be directly applied to pixel level prediction and can therefore anticipate future actions
based on the raw pixel values. [14] combined the encoder-decoder paradigm with reinforcement learning by using a
reinforcement module to supervise the LSTM encoder and decoders, which is shown to be better than mere cross
entropy loss.

Earlier work in action anticipation exploited non deep learning based methods such as hierarchical representation
of actions[15], modeling human states as Hidden Markov Model [16], representing human activities using temporal
stochastic grammar[17].

2.2 Early Action Recognition

Early action recognition share many similarity with action anticipation, where the most notable difference is that
in early action recognition the model has access to the first few frames of the action to be predicted. Many action
anticipation work claimed that their method can be applied to early action recognition without modification[8].
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But a more popular path is to make modifications to the widely investigated action recognition models so that they
are better at partial action recognition.

[18] designed a new loss function such the first few frames are weighted more, and thus making the LSTM model
capable of recognizing actions with only the beginning of an action. [19] constructed two LSTM where one of them
is trained regularly for action recognition while the other is passed in with latency so that it can learning to predict
the feature representation of the regular LSTM with only partial video.

Despite more work has been done in early recognition domain, it is essentially a different task compare to action
anticipation. Achieving great performance in early action recognition only requires the model to be robust at single
action recognition, and does not require the model to reason the relationship between subsequent actions.

2.3 Related Dataset

In theory, any video data with consistent action labels could be used to train action anticipation models. Some data
set are gathered with action anticipation task in mind. [7] is an egocentric video data set specific to the kitchen
settings. Beside video sequence and action labels, it also prepares auxiliary information such as optical flow and
object detection. [20] is a smaller first person data set in cooking but it also provides the eye gaze of the user. [21]
extends beyond kitchen to household activities, but it is in third person view unlike the other two.

There are other instruction dataset mainly designed for weakly supervised text/video representation training.
[22] contains instructional videos with natural language narrations of common actions in real life.

3 Preliminary Results

Encoder Decoder Verb Noun Action

RULSTM[8] TSN[23] + LSTM LSTM + Linear 27.5 29.0 13.3
AVT[12] Vision Transformer[24] Causal Transformer + Linear 30.2 31.7 14.9

Naive (Ours) Vision Transformer – + Linear 64.8 17.1 8.0

Table 1: Class mean top 5 recall with RGB frame input on Epic-Kitchen[7]

Table 1 compares the performance of representative models. Action labels are verb-noun pairs so the result is
considered correct if and only if both verb and noun label match. Despite transformers yield better performance
than LSTM (as shown by comparing RULSTM and AVT), they still need to follow the encode-decode paradigm
and is not capable of compressing the model into a single transformer. Using only vision transformer as encoder
and a simple MLP as classification head (Naive Transformer model) will result in a close to majority class classifier.
And because Epic-Kitchen has less verbs than the nouns (79 vs. 300), and the verbs concentrated on “Retrieve”,
“Leave”, and “Clean” categories, a majority class classifier can yield good results (64.8 top 5 recall). However, as
it failed to effectively distinguish the nouns, it has a poor performance on the overall action label.

4 Open Research Challenges

Although replacing LSTM with transformers yields better performance, no base model is powerful enough to be
trained end-to-end. Currently both base model architectures have to follow the encode-decode paradigm which
requires separate supervision on the encoder and decoder. So a reasonable next goal is to design an architecture
that can generate representation of actions in the future given the current frames in a single stage. This will simplify
training procedures, and may also inspire other work in multi-modality sequential data processing.

Furthermore, in addition to predicting what the next action is, the model should also learn to predict when
will the next action happen. At present the models are trained to predict next action in some fix interval, that is,
the model is told the length of interval between the current action and the next action. This information is not
necessarily accessible during inference is the real world. And even within the existing data set, this interval can
vary. Therefore from a practical perspective, the model should be able to estimate the interval till next action.
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5 Qualitative Analysis

5.1 Correct Action

observation

action frames

ground truth (put, knife) predictions

(put, knife)
(put, pan)
(close, drawer)
(wash, spoon)
(turn-on, tap)

observation

action frames

ground truth (close, cupboard) predictions

(close, cupboard)
(take, fork)
(wash, pot)
(take, cup)
(put, cup)

Table 2: Examples for correct action inference

5.2 Correct Verb; Incorrect Noun

observation

action frames

ground truth (put, spoon) predictions

(put, pan)
(put, spatula)
(close, drawer)
(put, cap)
(take, cup)
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observation

action frames

ground truth (wash, plate) predictions

(wash, pot)
(take, fork)
(put, pan)
(take, cup)
(wash, cloth)

Table 3: Examples for correct verb but incorrect noun inference

5.3 Correct Noun; Incorrect Verb

observation

action frames

ground truth (take, spatula) predictions

(put, spatula)
(put, pan)
(wash, top)
(turn on, tap)
(take, spoon)

observation

action frames

ground truth (take, oil) predictions

(pour, oil)
(close, drawer)
(put, cup)
(close, cupboard)
(take, cup)

Table 4: Examples for correct noun but incorrect verb inference
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5.4 Observations

As shown in the correct action examples, the naive model has to some extend learned the semantic meaning of the
images. In addition to having the correct verb noun pair as the top candidate, the model also rank other reasonable
action in the top five, indicating some generality of the model to capture diverse user habits.

However the incorrect cases reflect some of the problems. There are actions such as “(close, drawer)” that
appears in the top predictions for above examples despite there is no clear implication of it in the scene (i.e. no
open drawer). This attributes to the majority class classification problem where the model given common action
near constant confidence regardless of the frame contents.

6 Proposed Interventions and Future Work

Some actions such as “open cupboard” can happen at anytime: the user may open the cupboard in the middle
of stirring food in order to look for sauce, or it can also happen at ingredients preparation phase and/or the final
cleaning phase. Because their independence nature, it is hard for the model to learn the correlation between these
actions and the visual features from the previous actions. This have a major impact on the performance as the
model always give them scores close to their statistical frequency.

One possible solution is to add a post process that filter out impossible action based on logical deduction of
the pre-condition and post-condition of actions. For example “close cupboard” cannot happen unless the cupboard
is opened previously. Information like this help constraining the candidate action space by removing incorrect
actions that are not less dependent on previous actions. Possible ways to implement such a post filtering could
be crowd-sourcing and hard code a knowledge graph that encodes the relationships between different actions, or
alternatively Regression Planning Networks [25] can be used to learn classic planning from video data. At present
no previous work has explored incorporating external knowledge for action anticipation task.
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